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Sophie la girafe and friends are back in Baby: Sophie la girafe: First Words. Packed with bright,

lively illustrations and large, simple text, babies can discover the world around them in Baby: Sophie

la girafe: First Words board book. An ideal gift for new parents, this book will stimulate children's

recognition of objects, as well as encourage talking and naming skills. With more than fifty million

sold, Sophie la girafe, the wildly popular toy from France, is a fixture in nurseries all over the world.
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My niece loves all of the Sophie. This one has the thick hard pages the will hold up well. The terrific

illustration and word choices make it fun to read. I like the tabs the she can open to reveal hidden

pictures. Fun learning books with Sophie

Excellent book however it came a little banged up for it being brand new. The only reason it didn't

get five stars was because of the slight damage to it.

Adorable book! I especially like the hard pages which little hands can not tear/damage. I plan to get

more of the series.



Baby Quinn absolutely loves Sophie. Actually this is the 4th Sophie I have purchased for

grandchildren. One Sophie actually lasted thru 3 kids in one family, but I bought Quinn a new one

because poor Sophie had no more spots!

Another little Christmas present for my Great-grand baby that I hope she will enjoy for a few years to

come

I just love this book about Sophie the giraffe. It was so cute and well written and the artwork was

very cute too. It captured my grandson's attention very well.

Got to go along with Sophie the Girafe for a new born baby shower. Big Hit and I would recommend

this site to everyone.

Pros:-- Extremely sturdy pages, as other reviews have mentioned. They hold up to a beating (or

chewing) great!-- Questions about the items on the page engage the little oneCons:-- It's supposed

to teach "first words," but the illustrations are so bad I can hardly identify some of the items ("toy

brick"? Since when does that look like a red box with a flowery circle in the center? And the book is

printed in full color, but the part that would be green at the top of the strawberry is also red (just like

the rest of the fruit). It may seem nit-picky, but if you're learning to identify objects, shouldn't those

objects look like the real thing? The "chair" in one of the tabs also seems dubious to me.)-- Along

those lines, the "tabs" that you can open on each page are so large they take up the whole page.

So, it really feels more like just turning the page than opening a tab to reveal something.Overall:

This was gifted to us, but I would never buy it myself or give it as a gift.
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